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REDCap: API and DET User Group Meeting

Main Objective: 
Provide support, best practices, and guidance to REDCap End-Users utilizing the 

REDCap API and DET

Learning Objectives:
• Learn how to access REDCap's API, DETs
• Learn how to best implement the API, DETs
• Review updates to API features in REDCap v7.0
• Understand the current limitations and when to contact ERIS or Research 

Computing Core for additional support

Target audience: 
• Researchers that have evaluated and decided to use REDCap and/or have 

started a REDCap project. 
• Researchers with basic level programming experience.
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REDCap API Support - Limited

EDC Support : edcsupport@partners.org

1.5 FTE : 10,016 Projects  : 11,633 Active Users

1-2 Business Days for most responses

2-5 Business Days for some requests

API Self Service Module:
REDCap API Help:  https://redcap.partners.org/redcap/api/help/index.php
REDCap Knowledge Base: https://rc.partners.org/kb/applications/redcap

• REDCap API for SAS

EDC Support has limited API experience / knowledge!
• No dedicate support for API; only Research Computing Core (fee for service)
• What would be helpful supplemental support? 

• User Group Sessions (like today)?

• Email discussion group?

mailto:edcsupport@partners.org
https://redcap.partners.org/redcap/api/help/index.php
https://rc.partners.org/kb/applications/redcap
https://rc.partners.org/about/who-we-are-risc/enterprise-research-infrastructure-services#the-research-computing-core
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*within the context of the REDCap application

4

What is an API?

And what does it allow you to do*

API = Application Program Interface

- An API defines a set of protocols, routines, and actions that allow software application(s) and software 

components to interact. 

- It provides a set of functions/capabilities that can be used to ease the software development process.

- It makes it possible for multiple systems to access the same data and/or computing/processing power 

without having to re-create it from scratch

- Also referred to as Web Services

Characteristics of a good API

- Easy to learn 
- Easy to use even with limited or no documentation
- Hard to use incorrectly (misuse)
- Codebase should be easy to read and maintain

- Re-use existing application functionality where possible
- Easy to augment and extend
- Always available
- Programming language-agnostic
- Sufficiently capable of carrying out the tasks supported by the application
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*Steve Francia (http://spf13.com/post/soap-vs-rest)
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Types of APIs

There are two main types of APIs

- REST (or RESTful) – stands for REpresentational State Transfer
- Relies on a set of stateless request-response-style message exchanges between two systems or 

between two different components of the same system
- Utilizes HTTP/HTTPS protocols
- Employs a standard set of coded responses tomrequests

- 404 (resource not found), 200 (OK), etc

- SOAP – stands for Simple Object Access Protocol
- Utilizes XML for message exchange
- Can be used to maintain state between different request-response communications

Uses / Pros and Cons
“Unless you have a definitive reason to use SOAP, use REST”*

REST is geared towards exposing functionality of an application to the Internet whereas SOAP is 
geared more towards exposing pieces of an application logic as a service.
REST can return many different data formats whereas SOAP is a lost exclusively XML
REST and SOAP both support SSL/TLS, but SOAP supports additional security

REDCap uses RESTful APIs
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Who can use the REDCap API

In order to use the REDCap API you:
- Need to be an active REDCap user with an active, current user account
- Have an approved/active project (in development, etc)
- Have an API Token issued by the project owner

- API Tokens are always associated with a user account
- Inactive user = Inactive API

- Allow Export / Import rights on the API Token / User

API Tokens are
- A unique alpha-numeric string 
- Associated with a single user and a single project
- Can be transferred from one user to another
- Cannot be manually entered in the system – only REDCap can generate an API Token
- Can be revoked at any time
- Can be used as many times as needed
- Can be specified to allow

- Import / Update only
- Export only
- Both
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What can you use it for

Export Import/Update Delete

Project Arms Project Arms Project Arms

Project Events Project Events Project Events

File (response) File (response) File (response)

Field Names - -

Instruments 
(Data Entry Forms)

- -

Instrument-Event 
Mapping

Instrument-Event Mapping -

PDF File of 
Instruments

- -

Metadata Metadata -

Project Info Project Info -
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What can you use it for

(continued)

Export Import/Update Delete

- Create Project -

- Generate Next Record Name -

Records Records Records

Reports - -

- REDCap Version -

Survey Link - -

Survey Participants - -

Survey Queue Link - -

Survey Return Code - -

Users Users -
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Typical usage

(diagram)
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How to start using the API

Login to REDCap
Get a project
Get an API Token
Then go to the API Playground!
It has:
- Example API Requests
- Actual API Responses
- Code snippets in

- PHP
- Java
- Perl
- Python
- Ruby
- R
- cURL
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Coding Tips and Best Practices

- Select the programming language that you are most comfortable with and best fits the needs of 
your project

- Use a commonly-available library to form the REST request
- Python has PyCap (https://pycap.readthedocs.io/en/latest/index.html)
- R has REDCapR (https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/REDCapR/index.html)
- […]

- Easiest thing to do is use cURL
- Always use the https://redcap.partners.org/redcap/api/ endpoint
- Use JSON as the return format (more support, simpler format)

- Always:
- Specify the Input/Output format you are expecting to see including error messages format 

(returnFormat parameter)
- Try to request the minimum dataset that meets your application’s needs
- Try to provide values to all input parameters (where feasible), even if they are optional
- Always prepare / escape / sanitize your data and parameters, including API Tokens.

- Mind character encoding (Windows vs Linux vs Mac)
- Mind “magic quotes” and special characters
- Escape single / double quotes (depending on your language)

- When possible, specify the
- Content-type header (Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded)
- Accept header (Accept: application/json)

https://pycap.readthedocs.io/en/latest/index.html
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/REDCapR/index.html
https://redcap.partners.org/redcap/api/
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Coding Tips and Best Practices

- When in doubt – start from a place you know (to be correct)
- Export a dataset from REDCap and use that as your base and manipulate the data there
- Refer to the API Playground and form your request(s) there

- Ensure your processes don’t overlap unexpectedly
- Introduce checks for processes that are running on processes that are working on the same 

record(s)
- Always check the reply from the server first.

- 200 = OK
- Anything else – check the returned message

- Establish a library of functions that you can re-use
- Always start small
- When updating/importing a record, periodically perform an export to ensure that the data did get 

updated (spot-check)
- Keep a local log
- Keep your code version-controlled (Git, SVN)
- If using an automated process – setup monitoring and notifications
- Don’t issue too many concurrent requests – you will be blocked!
- Always keep the documentation close at hand!
- Don’t be afraid to ask questions and look for help

- New in version 7
- "redcap_repeat_instrument":"“
- "redcap_repeat_instance":
- filterLogic (as of 6.11.0)
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API Security

- Always keep your user credentials safe!
- Always keep your API Token safe!

- Periodically refresh the token(s)
- Always validate the server’s SSL certificate

- Don’t attempt to use HTTP – only use HTTPS
- If your system supports it, start using TLS 1.2 – you may have to explicitly request it (in cURL – use 

–tlsv1.2)
- IF it doesn’t – update it

- We will be phasing out support for TLS 1.0 in the next few months in favor of more secure TLS 1.1 
and 1.2 along with hardened ciphers and hashing functions

- MD5
- 3DES
- SHA1
- DH (Diffie Hellman)

- Always use the minimum dataset required and be mindful of where data is being stored, what data 
is being stored, and how it is handled once outside of the REDCap system

- Keep your system(s) up-to-date!
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https://redcap.partners.org/redcap/index.php?action=help
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Data Entry Trigger(s) (DET)

“The Data Entry Trigger is an advanced feature. It provides a way for REDCap to trigger a call to a 
remote web address (URL), in which it will send a HTTP Post request to the specified URL whenever 
*any* record or survey response has been created or modified on *any* data collection instrument or 
survey in this project (it is *not* triggered by data imports but only by normal data entry on surveys 
and data entry forms). Its main purpose is for notifying other remote systems outside REDCap at the 
very moment a record/response is created or modified, whose purpose may be to trigger some kind of 
action by the remote website, such as making a call to the REDCap API.”

Each DET POST provides
- Record ID
- Project ID
- Form Name (Instrument)
- Event Name
- Data Access Group
- Instrument completion status (1,2,etc)
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https://redcap.partners.org/redcap/index.php?action=help
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Data Entry Trigger(s) (DET)
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DET Setup and Limitations

In order to setup the DET, you would need to know the URL address that is going to receive the POST 
request.
You can setup the DET URL within your project by going to “Project Setup” -> “Enable optional 
modules and customizations” -> “Additional Customizations” -> “Data Entry Trigger”

Limitations of DETs
- Only 1 DET URL can be configured per project
- The record instance number (for repeating forms/events) is not passed along in the DET POST
- Does not get triggered on Data Import

- Either from the API
- Or from the Mobile App

- Does not provide any feedback as to whether the DET URL was successfully called or not (this is a 
pro and a con)

- It can slow down survey completion if the DET attempts to do too much (default timeout is 10 
seconds)
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Questions / Comments


